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Abstract. We describe a viable approach  for memory abstraction that pre-
serves memory semantics, thereby  augmenting the capability of SAT-based 
BMC to handle designs with large embedded memory without explicitly 
modeling each memory bit. Our method does not require examining the design 
or changing the SAT-solver and is guaranteed not to generate false negatives. 
The proposed method is similar, but with key enhancements, to the previous 
abstract interpretation of memory that captures its forwarding semantics, i.e., a 
data read from a memory location is same as the most recent data written at the 
same location. In our method, we construct an abstract model for BMC by 
eliminating memory arrays, but retaining the memory interface signals and 
adding constraints on those signals at every analysis depth to preserve the 
memory semantics. The size of these memory-modeling constraints depends 
quadratically on the number of memory accesses and linearly on the bus widths 
of memory interface signals. Since the analysis depth of BMC bounds the num-
ber of memory accesses, these constraints are significantly smaller than the ex-
plicit memory model. The novelty of our memory-modeling constraints is that 
they capture the exclusivity of a read and write pair  explicitly, i.e., when a 
SAT-solver decides on a valid read and write pair, other pairs are implied 
invalid immediately, thereby reducing the solve time. We have implemented 
these techniques in our SAT-based BMC framework where we demonstrate the 
effectiveness of such an abstraction on a number of hardware and software de-
signs with large embedded memories. We show at least an order of magnitude 
improvement (both in time and space) using our method over explicit modeling 
of each memory bit. We also show that our method of adding constraints boosts 
the performance of the SAT solver (in BMC) significantly as opposed to the 
conventional way of modeling these constraints as nested if-then-else expres-
sions. 

1   Introduction 

Formal verification techniques like SAT-based Bounded Model Checking (BMC)        
[1-4] enjoy several nice properties over BDD-based symbolic model checking [5, 6];  
their performance is less sensitive to the problem sizes and they do not suffer from 
space explosion. Due to the many recent advances in DPLL-style SAT solvers [7-11], 
SAT-based BMC can handle much larger designs and analyze them faster than be-
fore. 
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Designs with large embedded memories are quite common and have wide applica-
tion. However, these embedded memories add further complexity to formal verifica-
tion tasks due to an exponential increase in state space with each additional memory 
bit. In typical BMC approaches [1-4], the search space increases with each time-
frame unrolling of a design. With explicit modeling of large embedded memories, the 
search space frequently becomes prohibitively large to analyze even beyond a reason-
able depth. In order to make BMC more useful, it is important to have some abstrac-
tion of these memories. However, for finding real bugs, it is sufficient that the ab-
straction techniques capture the memory semantics [12] without explicitly modeling 
each memory bit. In the following, we discuss some of the existing abstraction tech-
niques.  

In bottom-up abstraction and refinement techniques [13-18], starting from a small 
abstract model of the concrete design, counter-examples discovered are used to refine 
the model iteratively. In practice, several iterations are needed before a property can 
be proved correct or a real counter-example can be found. Note that after every itera-
tive refinement step the model size increases, making it increasingly difficult to ver-
ify. In contrast to the bottom-up approaches, top-down approaches [19, 20] use reso-
lution-based proof techniques in SAT to generate the abstract model, starting from a 
concrete design. As shown in [20], one can use iterative abstraction to progressively 
reduce the model size. Since these approaches use the concrete model to start with, it 
may not be feasible to apply them on designs with large memories. Moreover, both 
approaches, in general, are not geared towards extracting the memory semantics. 

To capture the memory semantics, Burch and Dill introduced the interpreted read 
and write operations in their logic of equality with un-interpreted functions (EUF) 
[12] instead of naïve un-interpreted abstraction of memories. These interpreted func-
tions were used to represent the memory symbolically by creating nested if-then-else 
(ITE) expressions to record the history of writes to the memory. Such partial interpre-
tation of memory has also been exploited in later derivative verification efforts [21-
24].  Specifically in [21], Velev et al. used this partial interpretation in a symbolic 
simulation engine to replace memory by a behavioral model that interacts with the 
rest of the circuit through a software interface that monitors the memory control sig-
nals. Bryant et al. proposed the logic of Counter arithmetic with Lambda expressions 
and Un-interpreted functions (CLU) to model infinite-state systems and unbounded 
memory in the UCLID system [25]. Memory is modeled as a functional expression 
whose body changes with each time step. Similar to [12], the memory is represented 
symbolically by creating nested ITE expressions. One can use BMC to verify safety 
properties with this restricted CLU logic. 

In this paper, we describe a viable approach  for memory abstraction that preserves 
memory semantics, thereby  augmenting the capability of SAT-based BMC to handle 
designs with large embedded memory without explicitly modeling each memory bit. 
Our method does not require examining the design or changing the SAT-solver and is 
guaranteed not to generate false negatives. The proposed method is similar, but with 
key enhancements, to the abstract interpretation of memory [12, 21] that captures its 
forwarding semantics, i.e., a data read from a memory location is the same as the 
most recent data written at the same location. In our method, we construct an abstract 
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model for BMC by eliminating memory arrays, but retaining the memory interface 
signals  and adding constraints on those signals at every analysis depth to preserve the 
semantics of the memory. The size of these memory-modeling constraints depends 
quadratically on the number of memory accesses and linearly on the bus widths of 
memory interface signals. Since the analysis depth of BMC bounds the number of 
memory accesses, these constraints are significantly smaller than the explicit memory 
model. The novelty of our memory-modeling constraints is that they capture the 
exclusivity of a read and write pair  explicitly, i.e., when a SAT-solver decides on a 
valid read and write pair, other pairs are implied invalid immediately, thereby 
reducing the solve time. We have implemented these techniques in our SAT-based 
BMC framework where we demonstrate the effectiveness of such an abstraction on a 
number of hardware and software designs with large embedded memories. We show 
at least an order of magnitude improvement (both in time and space) using our 
method over explicit modeling of each memory bit. We also show that our method of 
adding constraints boosts the performance of the SAT solver (in BMC) significantly 
as opposed to the conventional way of modeling these constraints as nested if-then-
else expressions [12]. 

Outline. In Section 2 we give basic idea used in our approach, in Section 3 we give 
relevant background on BMC and memory semantics, in Section 4 we discuss our 
approach in detail, in Section 5 we discuss our experiments, and in Section 6 we con-
clude with summarizing remarks and future work. 

2   Basic Idea 

For typical designs with embedded memory, a Main module interacts with the mem-
ory module MEM using the interface signals as shown in Figure 1. For a single-port 
memory at any given clock cycle, the following observations can be made: a) at most 
one address is valid, b) at most one write occurs, and c) at most one read occurs.  
 

Addr
WD
RD
RE
WE

Main MEM

Addr: Address Bus

WD  : Write Data

RD   : Read Data

WE  : Write Enable

RE   : Read Enable

Addr
WD
RD
RE
WE

Main MEM

Addr: Address Bus

WD  : Write Data

RD   : Read Data

WE  : Write Enable

RE   : Read Enable
 

Fig. 1. Design with embedded memory 

As BMC-search-bound k becomes larger, the unrolled design size increases linearly 
with the size of memory bits. For designs with large embedded memories, this in-
creases the search space prohibitively for any search engine to analyze. 

It can be observed in this memory model that memory read at any depth depends 
only on the most recent data written previously at the same address. Therefore, to 
enable the SAT-based BMC to analyze deeper on such designs, we replace an explicit 
memory model with an efficient memory model as follows: 
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a) We remove the MEM module but retain the memory interface signals and the 
input-output directionality with respect to the Main module. 

b) We add constraints at every analysis depth k on the memory interface signals that 
preserve the forwarding semantics of the memory.  

To improve the SAT solver (in BMC), we also do the following: 

c) We add constraints such that when the SAT-solver decides on a valid read and 
write pair, other pairs are implied invalid  immediately.  

Note that although a) and b) are sufficient to generate an efficient model that pre-
serves the validity of a correctness property, c) makes the performance of the SAT-
based BMC superior as observed in our experiments. Moreover, we do not have to 
examine the Main module while adding these memory-modeling constraints. Though 
we consider a single-port memory for the ensuing discussion, our method is also 
extendable to multi-port memories. In the next two sections, we will give some rele-
vant background and then formalize our contribution. 

3   Background 

Bounded Model Checking 
 

In BMC, the specification is expressed in LTL (Linear Temporal Logic). Given a 
Kripke structure M, an LTL formula f, and a bound k, the translation task in BMC is 
to construct a propositional formula [M, f]k, such that the formula is satisfiable if and 
only if there exists a witness of length k [26, 27]. The satisfiability check is performed 
by a backend SAT solver. Verification typically proceeds by looking for witnesses or 
counter-examples (CE) of increasing length until the completeness threshold is 
reached [26, 27].  The overall algorithm of a SAT-based BMC method for checking 
(or falsifying) a simple safety property is shown in the Figure 2. Note that Pi denotes 
the property node at ith unrolling. The SAT problems generated by the BMC transla-
tion procedure grow bigger as k increases. Therefore, the practical efficiency of the 
backend SAT solver becomes critical in enabling deeper searches to be performed. 
     

BMC(k,P){//Falsify safety property P within bound k 
 for (int i=0; i<=k ; i++) { 
   Pi= Unroll(P,i);//Property node at ith unrolling   

     if (SAT_Solve(Pi=0)=SAT) return CE;//Try to falsify  
 } 
 return NO_CE; } //No counter-example found  

Fig. 2. SAT-based BMC for Safety Property P 

Memory Semantics 
 

Embedded memories are used in several forms such as RAM, stack, and FIFO with at 
least one port for data access. For our discussion, we will assume a single-port mem-
ory, as shown in Figure 1, with the following interface signals: Address Bus (Addr), 
Write Data Bus (WD), Read Data Bus (RD), Write Enable (WE), and Read Enable 
(RE). The write phase of the memory is a two-cycles event, i.e., in the current clock 
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cycle when the data value is assigned to WD bus, the write address location is as-
signed to the Addr bus and the WE signal is made active, the new data is then avail-
able in the next clock cycle. The read phase of memory is a one-cycle event, i.e., 
when the read address location is assigned to the Addr bus and RE is made active, the 
read data is assigned to the RD bus in the same clock cycle. 

Assume that we unroll the design up to depth k (starts from 0). Let Sj denote a 
memory interface signal variable S at time frame j. Let the Boolean variable Ei,j de-
note the address comparison between time frames i and j and be defined as Ei,j=(Addri 

=Addrj). Then the forwarding semantics of the memory can be expressed as: 
 
RDk = {WDj | Ej,k=1∧WEj=1∧REk=1∧∀j<i<k(E

i,k=0∨WEi=0)},  where j<k       (1) 
 
In other words, data read at depth k equals the data written at depth j if addresses are 
equal at k and j, write enable is active at j, read enable is active at k, and for all depths 
between j and k, either addresses are different from that of k or no write happened. 

4   Our Approach 

In our approach, we augment SAT-based BMC (a part of our formal verification 
platform) with a mechanism to add memory-modeling constraints at every unroll 
depth of BMC analysis. We use a hybrid SAT solver [10] that uses hybrid representa-
tions of Boolean constraints, i.e., 2-input OR/INVERTER gates to represent the 
original circuit problem and CNF to represent the learned constraints. In this work, 
we extend the use of hybrid representation to model memory constraints efficiently. 
We specifically compare it with only a 2-input uniform gate (instead of a multi-input 
gate) representation, as it was already shown in [11] that efficient Boolean constraint 
propagation can be achieved using a fast table lookup scheme on such a representa-
tion.   

In order to add the constraints for the forwarding semantics of memory as in (1), 
one can use a conventional approach based on the selection operator ITE1 in the fol-
lowing way. Let the Boolean variable sj,k denote the valid read signal and be defined 
as sj,k = Ej,k∧WEj. Then the data read at depth k (given REk=1) is expressed as: 

 
RDk = ITE(sk-1,k,WDk-1, ITE(sk-2,k,WDk-2, ….ITE(s0,k,WD0,WD-1))…)                      (2) 

 
where WD-1 denotes the initial data value, same in all memory locations. We can 
extend (2) to handle non-uniform memory initialization as well.  

Note that when constraints are added as above, the decision si,k=1 does not neces-
sarily imply RDk=WDi; other pairs need to be established invalid through decision 
procedures as well, i.e., si+1,k=0, si+2,k=0,…,sk-1,k=0. Instead we add explicit constraints 
to capture the read and write pairs exclusively. Once a read and write pair is chosen 
by the SAT-solver, the other pairs are implied invalid immediately. Let the Boolean 

                                                           
1  ITE when applied on three Boolean variables is defined as ITE(s,t,e) = (s & t) | (!s & e). 
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variable Si,k denote the exclusive valid read signal and the Boolean variable PSi,k de-
note the intermediate exclusive signal. They are defined as follows: 

∀0≤i<k  PSi,k  = !si,k∧PSi+1,k

  (= REk  for i=k) 
∀0≤i<k  S

i,k     = si,k∧PSi+1,k  (= PS0,k for i=-1)          (3) 
 

Now equation (1) can be expressed as  
RDk = (Sk-1,k∧WDk-1)∨ (Sk-2,k∧WDk-2 ) ∨ … ∨ (S0,k∧WD0 )∨(S-1,k∧WD-1 )       (4) 
Note that Si,k=1, immediately implies Sj,k=0 where j≠i and i,j < k.  

4.1   Efficient Representation of Memory Modeling Constraints 

As mentioned earlier, we use a hybrid representation for building constraints. We 
capture equations (3) and (4) efficiently 

 

1) by not representing the constraints as a large tree-based structure since such a 
structure adversely affects the BCP performance as observed in the context of add-
ing large conflict clauses [10], and 

2) by not creating unnecessary 2-literal clauses since they too adversely affect a 
CNF-based SAT-solver that uses 2-literal watch scheme for BCP [28]. 

 

We implemented the addition of memory modeling constraints as part of the proce-
dure EMM_Constraints, which is invoked after every unrolling as shown in the modi-
fied BMC algorithm (m-BMC) in Figure 3. The procedure EMM_Constraints, as 
shown in Figure 4, generates the constraints at every depth k using 3 sub-procedures: 
Gen_Addr_Equal_Sig, Gen_Valid_Read_Sig, and Gen_Read_Data_Constraints. It 
then returns the accumulated constraints Ci up to depth i. As we see in the following 
detailed discussion, these constraints Ck capture the forwarding semantics of the mem-
ory very efficiently up to depth k. 

 

      
  //BMC with efficient memory modeling 
  m-BMC(k,P) { 
   C-1=φ; //initialize memory modeling constraints 
   for (int i=0; i<=k ; i++) { 
    Pi=Unroll(P,i);//Get property node at ith unrolling     
    Ci=EMM_Constraints(i,Ci-1);//update the constraints 
    if (SAT_Solve(Pi=0∧Ci=1)=SAT) return CE;}//Try to falsify  
   return NO_CE; } //No counter-example found  

 

Fig. 3. Improved SAT-based BMC with Efficient Memory Modeling 

Gen_Addr_Equal_Sig: Generation of Address Comparison Signals 
 

Let m denote the bit width of the memory address bus. We implement the address 
comparison as follows: for every address pair comparison (Addrj=Addrk) we intro-
duce new variables Ej,k and ej,k

i  ∀0≤i<m (for every bit i). Then we add the following CNF 
clauses for each i: 
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(!Ej,k + Addrj

i + !Addrk

i) , (!E
j,k + !Addrj

i + Addrk

i),  
(ej,k

i + Addrj

i + Addrk

i),  (e
j,k

i + !Addrj

i + !Addrk

i)   
Finally, one clause to connect the relation between Ej,k and ej,k

i, i.e., 
 (!ej,k

0 + …+!ej,k

i + … + !ej,k

m-1+Ej,k) 
Note that these clauses capture the relation that Ej,k=1 if and only if (Addrj=Addrk).  
The naïve way to express the same equivalence relation structurally would be to use 
an AND-tree of X-NOR (⊗) gates as follows: 
 Ej,k = (Addrj

0⊗Addrk

0) ∧ …∧ (Addrj

m-1⊗Addrk

m-1) 
Clearly, this representation would require 4m-1 2-input OR gates, amounting to 

12m-3 equivalent CNF clauses (3 clauses per gate). Our representation on the other 
hand, requires only 4m+1 clauses and does not require any 2-literal clause. Thus, at 
every depth k, we add only (4m+1)k clauses for address comparison rather than the 
(12m-3)k gates clauses required by the naïve approach. 
     
  //Modeling of memory constraint at depth k 
  //where C is cumulative constraints up to depth k-1 
  EMM_Constraints(k, C){ 
   //Generate address equal signals 
   Gen_Addr_Equal_Sig(k); 
   //Generate exclusive valid read signals 
   Gen_Valid_Read_Sig(k); 
   //Generate constraints on read data 
   C(k) = Gen_Read_Data_Constraints(k); 
   return C ∪ C(k);} 

 

Fig. 4. Efficient Modeling of Memory Constraint 

Gen_Valid_Read_Sig: Generation of exclusive valid read signals 
 
To represent the exclusive valid read signals as in equation (3), we use a 2-input gate 
representation rather than CNF clauses. Since each intermediate variable has fan-outs 
to other signals, we cannot eliminate them. If we were representing those using CNF 
clauses, it would introduce too many additional 2-literal clauses. This representation 
adds 3k 2-input gates (or 9k gate clauses) at every depth k. 
 
Gen_Read_Data_Constraints: Generation of constraints on read data signals 
 
By virtue of equation (3), we know that for a given k, at most one Sj,k=1, ∀–1≤j<k. We 
use this fact to represent the constraint in equation (4) as CNF clauses. Let n denote 
the bit width of the data bus. We add the following clauses ∀0≤i<n, ∀–1≤j<k 
 (!Sj,k + !RDk

i + WDj

i), (!S
j,k + RDk

i + !WDj

i) 
To capture validity of read signal, we add the following clause 
 (!REk + S-1,k+…+Sj,k+…+Sk-1,k) 
Thus we add 2n(k+1)+1 clauses at every depth k. On the other hand, if we use gate 
representation, it would require n(2k+1) gates and therefore, 3n(2k+1) gate clauses.  
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Overall, at every depth k, our hybrid exclusive select signals representation adds 
(4m+2n+1)k+2n+1 clauses and 3k gates as compared to (4m+2n+2)k +n gates in a 
purely circuit representation. Note that though the size of these accumulated con-
straints grows quadratically with depth k, they are still significantly smaller than the 
explicit memory-model. 

5   Experiments 

For our experiments, we used three well-known recursive software programs Fibo-
nacci, 3n+1, and Towers-of Hanoi with an embedded stack as shown in Figure 5 and 
one hardware design with embedded RAM. In each of these cases, we chose a safety 
property that makes the modeling of the entire memory imperative, i.e., we simply 
cannot remove away the memory from the design. We translated each of the software 
programs into equivalent hardware models using Verilog HDL using a stack model. 
For each of the software designs, we use an inverse function to describe the negated 
safety property that requires a non-trivial state space search, e.g., given a certain 
value of fibonacci number does there exist a corresponding n? (Similar queries are 
made for a given number of recursive calls to terminate 3n+1, and for a given num-
ber of legal moves required in Towers-of-Hanoi.)  
 

 

Fig. 5. Software programs with embedded stack used in experiments 

We conducted our experiments on a workstation composed of dual Intel 2.8 GHz 
Xeon Processors with 4GB physical memory running Red Hat Linux 7.2 using a 3 
hours time limit for each BMC run. We compare the performance of augmented 
SAT-based BMC (m-BMC) for handling embedded memory with basic SAT-based 
BMC using explicit memory modeling. We also compare the performance of m-BMC 
using our hybrid exclusive select signal representation (hESS), with that of a hybrid 
nested ITE representation (hITE). In addition, we show the effect on their perform-
ance with increasing memory sizes for a given property and design. 
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We performed our first set of experiments on the hardware models of the software 
programs with several properties selected as described above. Each of the properties 
has a non-trivial witness and is listed in Tables 1-4 in the order of increasing search 
complexity. We used a fixed memory size in each of the models. We also used one 
industrial hardware design with a safety property that is not known to have a counter 
example. For these properties, we show the performance and memory utilization 
comparison of the memory modeling styles, i.e., explicit memory modeling, memory 
modeling using our hESS representation and that using hITE representation in the 
Tables 1-4. In Tables 1-3, we show comparison results for Fibonacci, 3n+1, and 
Towers-of-Hanoi, respectively. We used address width (AW)=12, data width 
(DW)=32 for Fibonacci, AW=12, DW=2 for 3n+1, and AW=12, DW=22 for Tow-
ers-of-Hanoi models. In Table 4, we show comparison results for the industrial hard-
ware design with a given safety property S for various intermediate analysis depths as 
the property was not violated within the resource limit. Without the memory, the 
design has ~400 latches and ~5k gates. The memory module has AW=12 and 
DW=12. 

In Tables 1-4, the 1st Column shows the properties with increasing complexity, the 
2nd Column shows the witness depth (intermediate analysis depth in Table 4), 3-7 
Columns show the performance figures and 8-12 Columns show the memory utiliza-
tion figures.  Specifically in the performance columns, Columns 3-5 show the BMC 
search time taken (in seconds) for explicit memory modeling (P1), using hITE (P2), 
and using hESS (P3) respectively; Columns 6 and 7 show the speed up (ratio) using 
hESS over the explicit memory modeling and hITE respectively. For the memory 

Table 1. Comparison of memory modeling on Fibonacci model (AW=12, DW=32) 
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utilization columns, Columns 8-10 show the memory used (in MB) by explicit mem-
ory modeling (M1), using hITE (M2), and using hESS (M3) respectively; Column 11 
and 12 show the memory usage reduction (ratio) using hESS over the explicit mem-
ory modeling and hITE respectively (Note, MO ≡ Memory Out, NA ≡ Not Ap-
plicable). 

Observing the performance figures in Column 6 of the Tables 1-4, we see that our 
approach improves the performance of BMC by 1-2 orders of magnitude when com-
pared to explicit memory modeling. Similarly, as shown in Column 11 of these ta-
bles, there is a reduction in memory utilization by 1-2 orders of magnitude by the use 
of our approach. Moreover, our modeling style of using the hybrid exclusive select 
signals representation is better than the hybrid nested ITE, as shown in Column 7 and 
12. Noticeably, in the last row of Table 1 and 4, hITE times out while our approach 

Table 2. Comparison of memory modeling on 3n+1 model (AW=12, DW=2) 

 

Table 3. Comparison of memory modeling on Towers-of-Hanoi (AW=12, DW=22) 
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using hESS completes the analysis within the 3 hours time limit.  Note that due to tail 
recursive nature of the 3n+1 program, the search complexity is not severe and there-
fore, we don’t see the consistent benefit of exclusive select signals for this example in 
Table 2. On average, we see a performance improvement of 30% and a reduction in 
memory utilization of 20%, noticeably more at higher analysis depths. 

In the second set of experiments, we used different memory sizes for the model 
3n+1 and the property 2-1. We varied the address bus width AW from 4 to 14 bits 
and compare the performance and memory utilization of the three approaches as 
shown in Column 2 of Table 5. The description of the remaining Columns in Table 5 
is same as that in Tables 1-4. As shown in Columns 6 and 10, the performance im-
provement and memory usage reduction gets more pronounced, about 2 orders of 
magnitude, with increasing memory size. Clearly, the merits from adding memory-
modeling constraints outweigh its quadratic growth. Moreover, our approach show on 
average 50% performance improvement and 20% memory usage reduction over 
nested ITE expressions. 

6   Conclusions 

Verifying designs with large embedded memories is typically handled by abstracting 
out (over-approximating) the memories. Such abstraction is generally not useful for 

Table 4. Comparison of memory modeling on industrial hardware design (AW=12, DW=12) 

 

Table 5. Comparison of memory modeling (for 3n+1) with DW=12 and varying address width 
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finding real bugs. Current SAT-based BMC efforts are incapable of handling designs 
with explicit memory modeling due to enormously increased search space complex-
ity. In this work, we are the first to use memory-modeling constraints to augment 
SAT-based BMC in order to handle embedded memory designs without explicitly 
modeling each memory bit. Our method does not require transforming the design and 
is also guaranteed not to generate false negatives. This method is similar to abstract 
interpretation of memory [12, 21], but with key enhancements. Our method can easily 
augment any SAT-based BMC effort. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach on a number of software and hardware designs with large embedded memo-
ries. We show about 1-2 orders of magnitude time and space improvement using our 
method over explicit modeling of each memory bit. We also show that our method of 
adding constraints boosts the performance of a SAT solver significantly as opposed to 
the conventional way of modeling these constraints as nested ITE expressions [12]. 
While the growth of memory modeling constraint clauses is quadratic with the analy-
sis depth, we also observed that though the constraint clauses are sufficient they may 
not be necessary in every time frame. As an ongoing effort, we are further investigat-
ing the possibility of adding these clauses only as and when required. 
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